


Servicom’s Global Reach IP Solution enables radio users (UHF,VHF or HF) to talk to 
each other across a dedicated link via the internet. It is an innovative, easy to install 
and comparatively  low cost solution that broadens the capabilities of systems and  
opens new possibilities in radio communications.  

Available as a PC software or hardware solution GRIP enables Servicom customers 
to monitor and interact with hand held portable or mobile radios anywhere in the 
world without having to worry about compatibility issues surrounding frequencies 
or radio equipment type. Servicom’s GRIP, now we’re talking Global! 

Grip is a Servicom product and part of their  

In-house developed communications range. Fur-

ther information can be found on 

www.servicom.co.uk,  

or contact +44 (0)1527 510 800  



 
 
 

Add Servicom’s Global Reach IP Solution (GRIP) to radio networks to create a global 
integrated communications network enabling voice, DTMF, 5 Tone, Selcall, in fact 
anything your existing radio system is capable of. It is an extremely reliable and cost 
effective solution. 

A PC with installed software enables the user to communicate, 
switch and monitor the network. GRIP can also be employed as a closed user group 
Voice Over IP solution (i.e PC to many PC’s) 

What does GRIP do? 

Where  can GRIP be used?  

There needs to be an internet  connection. This could be on a standard office 
broadband connection, or even 3G connection. GRIP is particularly suited  for re-
mote environment  communications , whose users can utilise Inmarsat BGAN or any 
other satellite data channel for the link.  This remote environment capability makes 
it of particular interest to aid agencies, security and military users who need to 
communicate when standard  solutions are not feasible. Being able to use various 
internet media also means that GRIP can be utilised in emergency planning commu-
nication solutions– where standard communication lines may be compromised. 

GRIP is available in several versions.  
Hardware versions effectively operate as a mini pc. 

There is also the option of software version that 
can be installed onto users PC or laptop 

Servicom provide a range of 
hostile and emergency commu-
nication solutions 

GRIP is a solution that encom-
passes a wide range of environ-
ments and user requirements 

GRIP enables PC users 
to communicate by 
voice and monitor 

radio networks, with 
no  distance restric-
tions. PC users can 

also operate on their 
own VOIP network 



 

 
 
 
 
 

GRIP is a Global Radio Networking Solution, enabling radio users to talk to each us-
ing an internet link: 
 

In  basic mode of operation GRIP uses a second radio called the “slave” radio 
The audio transmission is “read” from the radio, processed and digitised  by 
GRIP, and sent through the secure radio gateway server 
When received at the destination it is decoded and presented to the user as 
the original audio. This can be done by a hardware GRIP box, or by GRIP soft-
ware installed on a PC/ Laptop 
The software solution allows PC users to communicate via PC/Laptop using 
standard computer microphones and speakers. A computer user can have 
communication with other software clients and radio groups. 
Clients can host the application on their own server or use Servicom’s mini 
server solution (monthly fee applicable) 
GRIP is designed to efficiently transmit the necessary data , facilitating cost ef-
fective satellite usage, should a  BGAN or VSAT link be necessary 
Servicom can assess your operational requirements and provide a one stop ra-
dio/satellite/GRIP solution 




